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ABSTRACT
We investigate spatial variations of turbulent properties in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) by
using neutral hydrogen (Hi) observations. With the goal of testing the importance of stellar feedback
on Hi turbulence, we define central and outer SMC regions based on the star formation rate (SFR)
surface density, as well as the Hi integrated intensity. We use the structure function and the Velocity
Channel Analysis (VCA) to calculate the power-law index (γ) for both underlying density and velocity
fields in these regions. In all cases, our results show essentially no difference in γ between the central
and outer regions. This suggests that Hi turbulent properties are surprisingly homogeneous across the
SMC when probed at a resolution of 30 pc. Contrary to recent suggestions from numerical simulations,
we do not find a significant change in γ due to stellar feedback as traced by the SFR surface density.
This could be due to the stellar feedback being widespread over the whole of the SMC, but more likely
due to a large-scale gravitational driving of turbulence. We show that the lack of difference between
central and outer SMC regions can not be explained by the high optical depth HI.
1. INTRODUCTION
Interstellar turbulence is known to play an important
role in the process of molecule formation, star forma-
tion, cosmic-ray propagation, and even large-scale galaxy
dynamics (Elmegreen & Scalo 2004; McKee & Ostriker
2007). Over the past two decades there have been many
observational and numerical studies of turbulent proper-
ties in the interstellar medium (ISM). However, under-
standing what physical processes drive interstellar tur-
bulence still remains an open question. There are many
possible contenders, such as stellar feedback (Kim et al.
2001; de Avillez & Breitschwerdt 2005; Joung & Mac
Low 2006; Tamburro et al. 2009; Shetty & Ostriker 2012;
Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2013; Grisdale et al. 2017; Os-
triker & Shetty 2011; Stilp et al. 2013), gravitational
instabilities (Wada et al. 2002; Bournaud et al. 2010;
Krumholz & Burkhart 2016), thermal instabilities (Krit-
suk & Norman 2002; Piontek & Ostriker 2004), as well
as Magneto-Rotational-Instabilities (Balbus & Hawley
1991; Sellwood & Balbus 1999; Piontek & Ostriker 2004).
Observational constraints of the preferential importance
of these processes in different ISM environments are still
lacking. In addition, observational evidence for the spa-
tial variation of turbulent properties in the ISM is only
starting to emerge.
The goal of this paper is to search for spatial variations
of turbulent properties and probe the importance of stel-
lar feedback within the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC).
The SMC is particularly interesting for this study be-
cause of its proximity and existing high-resolution neu-
tral hydrogen (HI) observations (Stanimirovic et al.
1999) which have been used to study interstellar tur-
bulence via several different statistical approaches. The
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SMC is a dwarf irregular galaxy located around 60 kpc
away (Westerlund 1991), and is part of a three galaxy
system that also includes the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC) and our own Milky Way (MW). In comparison to
the MW, the SMC’s heavy element abundance is around
5 times lower (Kurt & Dufour 1998), while its interstel-
lar radiation field is on average at least 3 times stronger
(Lequeux 1989; Sandstrom et al. 2010). The total Hi
mass of the SMC is 4.2 × 108 M⊙ (Stanimirovic et al.
1999).
Stanimirovic et al. (1999) showed that a single power-
law function was needed to fit the Hi spatial power spec-
trum (SPS) of the SMC for individual velocity channels,
suggesting turbulent intensity fluctuations over a range
of scales from 30 pc to 4 kpc. As no turnover was found
in the SPS, even at the largest spatial scales, this was
suggestive of significant energy injections on scales larger
than the size of the SMC. Stanimirovic´ & Lazarian (2001)
showed that the SPS slope was slightly steeper when the
whole Hi data cube was averaged into a single velocity
slice, changing from −2.8 to −3.3. This change was in
agreement with the theoretical expectations from Lazar-
ian & Pogosyan (2000) which showed that both density
and velocity fluctuations affect Hi intensity. The velocity
channel analysis (VCA), which involves SPS calculation
for progressively thicker velocity channels, can be used to
separate density and velocity contributions. As a result
of this analysis, the Hi density in the SMC was found to
have a power-law slope of −3.3, while the velocity field
has a slope of −3.4, both being slightly more shallow
than what is expected for Kolmogorov type turbulence.
A slightly steeper velocity slope of −3.85 was estimated
using the same HI data set but by applying the Velocity
Coordinate Spectrum method (Chepurnov et al. 2015).
This method calculates a 1-D power spectrum along the
radial velocity axis, while performing spatial averaging.
Muller et al. (2004) studied the Hi turbulence in the
spatially adjacent Magellanic Bridge, the gaseous region
between the SMC and the LMC formed by SMC-LMC-
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MW interactions. They divided the Bridge into four re-
gions and applied the SPS and the VCA analysis on these
individual regions. They found that the two southern
regions have very similar turbulent properties like the
SMC, while the north-east region (closer to the LMC)
featured a systematically more shallow SPS slope. This
was the first evidence that Hi turbulent properties can
vary on kpc scales, and Muller et al. (2004) interpreted
this result as being due to two large-scale gaseous arms
being pulled from the SMC, due to gravitational interac-
tions with the LMC, and having different age, distance,
and physical properties.
A different approach to studying spatial variations of
turbulent properties was introduced by Burkhart et al.
(2010). By using a set of isothermal numerical simu-
lations they established a correlation between the sonic
Mach number (Ms) and the higher statistical moments
(skewness and kurtosis) of the Hi column density. By in-
verting this relationship and calculating higher statistical
moments of the Hi column density in the SMC, Burkhart
et al. (2010) were able to map out the distribution of Ms
across the SMC. While about 90% of the Hi was esti-
mated to be subsonic or transonic, higher Ms values (up
to 4) were found in localized areas around the SMC bar.
Burkhart et al. (2010) suggested that high Ms regions
could be caused by the shearing or tidal effects that the
bar is experiencing relative to the surrounding, diffuse
HI. However, as discussed in Burkhart et al. (2010), this
result was based on using isothermal simulations and it
remains to be seen whether these conclusions would per-
sist when more realistic, multi-phase numerical simula-
tions are employed.
The Burkhart et al. (2010) method was later applied on
a set of spiral galaxies from the Hi Nearby Galaxy Sur-
vey (THINGS) in Maier et al. (2016). Generally, uniform
statistical moments were found across galaxies without
obvious correlation between moments and star-forming
regions. However, this study has a resolution of about
700 pc and the moments could be tracing only large-scale
turbulence. Stilp et al. (2013) examined the Hi velocity
dispersion for a sample of dwarf galaxies and found that
the line-width of the Hi super-profiles (calculated after
rotation curves were removed) correlates with the star
formation rate (SFR) and the Hi surface density, but the
strongest correlation is found with the baryonic surface
density. They examined several possible drivers of tur-
bulence (thought to cause large line-widths) and found
that stellar feedback is important but can not be the sole
driver. They concluded that other physical mechanisms
are important, but that it is also possible that the Hi
line-widths are thermal in nature. Finally, Zhang et al.
(2012) investigated the relationship between the HI SPS
and star formation (calculated for entire galaxies) in a
subsample of LITTLE THINGS dwarf irregular galaxies
and found a lack of correlation between the SPS slope
and the SFR surface density.
While many studies of the SPS exist for different re-
gions in the MW, it is often difficult to directly compare
the SPS slope due to different velocity resolution and
the thickness of velocity slices (Crovisier & Dickey 1983;
Green 1993; Dickey et al. 2000; Miville-Descheˆnes et al.
2003; Khalil et al. 2006) . We note a recent study by Pin-
gel et al. (2013) which addressed the issue of stellar feed-
back in particular. This study analyzed Hi observations
of a non-starforming molecular cloud MBM16 in the MW
using the SPS and VCA and found a steep density slope
of −3.7± 0.2. By comparing this result to other studies,
Pingel et al. (2013) suggested that the steep spectrum
could be due to the lack of turbulent energy injection
on small scales caused by stellar feedback. This study
is important as it clearly observationally demonstrates
that processes other than stellar feedback can result in a
steep SPS slope.
In addition to observational studies, several recent nu-
merical simulations of entire galaxies have searched for
signatures of stellar feedback on the SPS slope. Both
Walker et al. (2014) and Grisdale et al. (2017) showed
that stellar feedback significantly steepens the power
spectrum slope by essentially destroying interstellar and
giant molecular clouds, thereby shifting the power from
small to larger scales. In particular, Grisdale et al. (2017)
simulated Hi in an SMC-like galaxy and saw that the SPS
slope (derived from the simulated Hi column density and
therefore tracing the density field) changed from α = 1.2
to 1.7 (or from 2.0 to 3.0 at very small spatial scales)
between no-feedback and feedback-included simulations.
However, their SPS slope was always more shallow than
what was found in observations, e.g. Stanimirovic et al.
(1999), and the lack of cosmological environment in the
simulations could be a concern. Finally, Krumholz &
Burkhart (2016) used the star formation rate and veloc-
ity dispersion averaged over whole galaxies to test the
influence of stellar feedback as well as gravitational in-
stabilities, and concluded that gravity-driven turbulence
fits observations slightly better in galaxies with intense
star formation.
Clearly, observational signatures of the effect of stellar
feedback on the SPS are currently lacking and are impor-
tant to constrain numerical simulations. We therefore
continue Stanimirovic et al. (1999)’s and Stanimirovic´ &
Lazarian (2001)’s work, but focus on sub-regions of the
SMC where Hi is expected to be largely affected by re-
cent star formation. We first reproduce Stanimirovic´ &
Lazarian (2001)’s SPS results for the entire SMC by us-
ing the structure function. Then, to analyze the effects
of stellar feedback in the SMC, we delimit a central and
outer region of the SMC based on the star formation rate,
as well as the Hi integrated intensity.
We use in this study the HI observations of the SMC
from Stanimirovic et al. (1999). This is still the high-
est resolution and the most sensitive HI data set for the
SMC. As new HI observations of the SMC are anticipated
in the near future with GASKAP (Dickey et al. 2013),
it is very timely to revisit the turbulent properties of
the SMC and motivate the need for even higher resolu-
tion HI observations. The key novel aspect of our study
is the search for spatial variations of turbulent proper-
ties in the SMC. Of all previous statistical studies of the
SMC, only Burkhart et al. (2010) have addressed this is-
sue. However, to calculate statistical moments they had
to smooth the HI data to 30’. This effectively left them
without adequate resolution to study turbulent proper-
ties close to star-forming regions. In addition, for the
first time we are applying a structure function analysis
on the HI data cube of the SMC. While the SPS and the
structure function are directly related in theory, in prac-
tice only structure function can be computed for small
SMC sub-regions as the SPS suffers from significant edge
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effects (we discuss this in Section 3).
This paper is organized in the following way. In Sec-
tion 2, we provide information about the data used in our
structure function calculations. In Section 3 we present
and discuss the structure function, its advantages, as well
as other methods we use for calculations. Section 4 dis-
cusses our results based on the SFR and Hi integrated
intensity delimitation of the central and outer regions of
the SMC. In Section 5 we discuss whether the correction
for high optical depth can impact our results. Finally,
we summarize our conclusions in Section 6.
2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA
2.1. HI data
The neutral hydrogen (Hi) data used in this study are
from Stanimirovic et al. (1999). The Hi integrated inten-
sity image can be seen in Figure 1. The data are a com-
bination of Hi observations of the SMC from the Parkes
telescope and the Australian Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA). The ATCA used five antennas in a 375 me-
ter, East-West array configuration to observe 320 over-
lapping fields which covered 20 deg2 and contained the
SMC. The 64 meter Parkes Telescope was used to ob-
serve 1540 pointings centered on 01h01m, Dec. −72◦56’
(J2000) and covered 4.5◦x4.5◦. The combination of inter-
ferometer and single-dish observations was performed in
the image domain and the combined ‘dirty’ data cube
was cleaned using MIRIAD’s maximum entropy algo-
rithm (Sault et al. 1996). The final Hi data cube has
angular resolution of 98-arcsec and an Hi column density
noise level of 4.2 × 1018 cm−2 per 1.65 km s−1 wide ve-
locity channels, for more details please see (Stanimirovic
et al. 1999). The data cube contains 78 velocity channels,
each 1.65 km s−1 wide.
Fig. 1.— The Hi integrated intensity image of the SMC (Stan-
imirovic et al. 1999). The Hi data cube is a combination of ATCA
and Parkes observations and has an angular resolution of 98”.
2.2. The star formation rate surface density
We use the Hα and the 24 µm images from Bolatto
et al. (2011) and Jameson et al. (2016), originally ob-
tained from the Magellanic Cloud Emission Line Sur-
vey (MCELS; Smith & MCELS Team 1999) and the
Spitzer Survey “Surveying the Agents of Galaxy Evo-
lution” (SAGE; Gordon et al. 2011) respectively. We
follow Jameson et al. (2016) and use Hα, which is cor-
rected for extinction using the 24 µm image, to trace the
star formation rate surface density of the SMC. The fol-
lowing prescription by Calzetti et al. (2007) is used to
convert Hα and 24 µm luminosities to the star formation
rate (Jameson et al. 2016):
SFR(M⊙ yr
−1) = 5.3× 10−42[L(Hα)
+ (0.031± 0.006)L(24µm)], (1)
where L(Hα) and L(24 µm) are the luminosities of Hα
and 24 µm images, respectively, and are measured in
erg s−1. This SFR image is in essence the same image as
shown in Figure 1 of Bolatto et al. (2011). The resulting
rms noise value is 4×10−4 M⊙ yr
−1 kpc−2 (Jameson et al.
2016). The correction by the 24 µm image amounts to a
∼10% contribution to the total star formation rate image
(Jameson et al. 2016). Because of this, we only use the
SFR image in our analysis as results obtained using the
Hα image are very similar. The SFR image is shown in
Figure 2.
Fig. 2.— The calculated star formation rate surface density of the
SMC. The Hα and 24-µm images were combined following Equa-
tion 1 to create this image. The Hα and 24-µm images were ob-
tained from Bolatto et al. (2011) and Jameson et al. (2016).
3. METHODS
We use the structure function as our method for an-
alyzing the Hi distribution and turbulent properties in
the SMC. While several previous studies have used the
spatial power spectrum, apodizing approaches are often
needed due to strong edge effects when Fourier trans-
forming the images. Common apodizing approaches in-
volve placing the image in a larger array padded with
zeros and/or the image edges being slightly smoothed
to ensure a gradual decrease in intensity (Stanimirovic
et al. 1999; Burkhart et al. 2010). While these are widely
used methods in signal processing, they involve decisions
about the smoothing kernel size and/or padding size.
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TABLE 1
# of Channels Averaged ∆v (km s−1)
1 1.65
2 3.30
3 4.95
6 9.89
13 21.4
26 42.9
39 64.3
78 129
Summary of 8 PPV data cubes used in this study. The original
data cube corresponds to the top row of the table and has a
velocity slice thickness of 1.65 km s−1. By averaging the number
of velocity channels shown in the first column, we derive the
velocity channel thickness ∆v shown in the second column.
The structure function, however, stays within the im-
age domain, which makes analysis and calculations more
straight forward and also slightly easier to comprehend.
As Fourier transforms are not applied, it is straight for-
ward to analyze smaller subsections of an image without
worrying about apodizing kernels. Finally, if the spatial
power spectrum of a distribution is a power law function
with a spectral index α (such that SPS ∝ r−α), then
the structure function will also be a power law with an
index γ, such that SF ∝ r−γ . If 2 < α < 4, then the
two indices are related by the equation (Simonetti et al.
1984):
γ = α− 2. (2)
Therefore, when working with a structure function we fit
a power-law function whose index can be directly related
to the spectral index of the spatial power spectrum. We
note that the structure function has been used exten-
sively for the study of turbulence in the ISM (please see
references in Haverkorn et al. (2004)).
We calculate structure functions using the following
equation:
SFI(r) =
〈
[I(r′)− I(r′ + r)]2
〉′
r
|∆v (3)
Here, I represents brightness (this is brightness temper-
ature in the case of the SMC Hi data cube), r′ represents
an arbitrary pixel in the image, r is the distance lag used
for calculations. For a given lag r, a squared difference
in image brightness is calculated and averaged over all
pixels r′. The bar ∆v shows that the structure function
is calculated for a specific thickness of velocity channel.
Working with a data cube, we can vary ∆v and we
use this to disentangle influence of velocity vs density
fluctuations on the brightness structure function. There-
fore, we calculate the structure function for the Hi in-
tegrated intensity image and for individual Hi cube ve-
locity channels. We also progressively average velocity
channels together to lower velocity resolution, perform
the structure function calculation on these new individ-
ual velocity channels, and average the resultant slopes.
As mentioned in the introduction, this method is called
the velocity channel analysis (VCA) and was originally
utilized by Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000). Table 1 shows
the resultant velocity resolution for the differing velocity
thicknesses, starting with ∆v = 1.65 km s−1 when we use
individual velocity channels, all the way to ∆v = 129 km
s−1 when we average all 78 velocity channels.
For calculating structure functions we first rebin the
Hi data cube so that each pixel has angular size equal
to the telescope beam of 98′′ to ensure that pixels are
independent. When plotting the structure functions we
convert the angular separation into linear size by assum-
ing a distance of 60 kpc (Westerlund 1991). We sample
the range of scales from about 40 pc to the maximum
length allowed by an image under consideration. For ex-
ample, when using the entire SMC image the maximum
scale is 2 kpc, which corresponds to one half of the im-
age’s shortest side. When working with smaller image
sub-sections, the maximum size is always set to about
one half of the largest scale that is perpendicular to the
largest possible scale of the image. As an example, if the
smaller image was an ellipse, the maximum scale would
be the semi-minor axis, as this is half of the largest scale
(minor axis) that is perpendicular to the largest possi-
ble scale (major axis). When working close to the image
edge, if I(r′ + r) = 0 we exclude I(r′) − I(r′ + r) from
our calculation. This effectively lowers the number of
difference-squared values used in equation (3), however
does not affect the structure function as the number of
pairs is generally very large (hundreds of thousands).
We note that structure function calculations naturally
lead to double dipping of measurements. In other terms,
when getting the difference-squared value for data-pixel
A when compared to B, the same value is counted again
when data-pixel B is compared to A. This can lead to
an artificial increase in statistics and longer computation
times. We avoid this effect in our calculations by allow-
ing the difference-squared values to be calculated only
from pixels with an angular separation ranging from 0
to < 180 degrees relative to the reference pixel. Finally,
it was pointed out by Emmanoulopoulos et al. (2010)
that derivation of the structure function slope from a
1-D data set can be biased by gaps in the data. This
is not a concern in our study as we mainly use well-
sampled, connected regions for analysis. To test whether
image masking affects the structure function slope, we
performed simple simulations of a Gaussian random field
with a specified structure function slope and confirmed
that masking is not an issue when the range of scales for
calculating the slope is carefully estimated as discussed
above (we specify the exact range of scales used for our
calculations in Section 4).
We create 8 position-position-velocity (PPV) data
cubes from our original Hi data cube, each with a dif-
ferent velocity channel thickness (∆v) as shown in Table
1. This number of PPV cubes was derived to ensure av-
eraging by an integer number of velocity channels only3.
For each cube we analyze each velocity slice separately
and apply the structure function, therefore calculating a
power-law slope (γ) for each velocity slice by perform-
ing a simple polynomial fit. As an example, Figure 3
shows the γ values for each velocity slice for the PPV
cube with ∆v = 1.65 km s−1. We then estimate the av-
erage slope, 〈γ〉, for each PPV cube. As shown in Figure
3, γ values for most velocity channels have a reasonably
3 There are 8 integers that divide into the 72 slices evenly, these
being 1, 2, 3, 6, 13, 26, 39, and 72. For the last cube we have
averaged all 78 channels instead of just 72. By averaging only an
integer number of channels we have ensured that all channels in
each one of the 8 PPV cubes are statistically independent.
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Fig. 3.— The power-law index (γ) of the HI structure function
for each individual velocity slice (at ∆v = 1.65 km s−1) of the SMC
data cube. The dashed line represents the sigma clipping cut-off
used to estimate the average power-law index 〈γ〉 shown in the top
left corner and calculated as the mean and the standard deviation
of all points above the dashed line.
constant value, while few velocity channels at the start
and the end of the PPV cube are largely dominated by
noise and have lower γ values. In other words, if we
plot a histogram of γ values, points corresponding to the
noisy channels represent a tail of a strongly-peaked dis-
tribution. To exclude the tail from our mean calculation
we apply the sigma clipping procedure. This is an itera-
tive process which starts by calculating the median value
and the standard deviation of all γ values, and then re-
moves outliers beyond 2.5-σ boundaries. The process is
repeated several times (converges very fast in our case)
until no more outliers are present. From the set of re-
maining γ values we estimate the mean and standard
deviation which gives us 〈γ〉 and the error for 〈γ〉 respec-
tively. The dashed line in Figure 3 shows all points above
the line which was used to calculate 〈γ〉 as the result of
the sigma clipping procedure.
4. RESULTS: SPATIAL VARIATIONS OF TURBULENT
PROPERTIES
4.1. Reproducing power spectrum analysis
We start with the entire integrated Hi image (corre-
sponding to ∆v = 129 km s−1) and derive the structure
function slope to check that our results agree with pre-
vious studies. We estimate the structure function slope
γ=1.25±0.044, which corresponds to the power spectrum
slope of α=−3.25±0.04. This is in excellent agreement
with previous studies (Stanimirovic et al. 2000; Stan-
imirovic´ & Lazarian 2001; Burkhart et al. 2010). Figure
4 shows the structure function for the entire SMC image,
as well as the central and outer SMC regions we discuss
later.
We next calculate the structure function slope for each
velocity channel with ∆v = 1.65 km s−1, our thinnest ve-
locity slices. These slopes are shown in Figure 3 and are
again in agreement with Stanimirovic et al. (1999). To
estimate <γ> at this velocity resolution, we preform a
sigma clipping of all data points in Figure 3 as discussed
4 The error was calculated by using a Monte Carlo simulation to
propagate random noise in each data pixel, as well as a bootstrap
analysis to estimate the power-law slope of the structure function.
Fig. 4.— The structure function of the entire integrated Hi
image (shown with crosses) and its power-law fit, resulting in
γ = 1.25 ± 0.04. The fit was performed over the entire range
of scales from 40 pc to 2 kpc. The structure functions of the
Hi integrated intensity image calculated for the central and outer
SMC regions, as defined in Section 4.2.1, are shown with trian-
gles and diamonds, respectively. The central region has the slope
γ = 1.23±0.07, while the slope of the outer region is γ = 1.27±0.04.
The structure function of the central and outer SMC regions was
fitted over exactly the same range of spatial scales, 40 pc to 370 pc,
for direct comparison. The y-axis is unitless because we normalize
the data over the maximum brightness temperature value before
preforming the structure function calculation.
in Section 3. Figure 5 shows <γ> from the above cal-
culations, as well as <γ> obtained by averaging the Hi
data cube to intermediate velocity resolutions (e.g. pro-
gressively averaging every 2, 3, 6, etc velocity channels,
please see Table 1 for more details). Taking into consid-
eration Equation 2, the results shown in this figure match
quite well to the results shown in Stanimirovic´ & Lazar-
ian (2001)’s Figure 1. This shows that our structure
function calculations are working well and we are able
to reproduce previous results. As explained in Lazarian
& Pogosyan (2000), the gradual change in the power-
spectrum or structure-function slope shows that Hi in-
tensity images have contribution from both density and
velocity fluctuations, with density being the dominant
contribution at the highest ∆v end and velocity fluc-
tuations dominating at the lowest ∆v end. Numerical
simulations of stellar winds by Offner & Arce (2015)
have shown that winds influence significantly the veloc-
ity power spectrum, while the density power spectrum is
less affected. In our investigation of the turbulent prop-
erties of different SMC sub-regions we therefore apply
the VCA technique to search for changes in both density
and velocity fluctuations.
4.2. Spatial variations of turbulent properties
4.2.1. Central star-forming SMC
The two dominant turbulent drivers discussed in the
literature are gravity (via gravitational instability cou-
pled with galactic rotation) and stellar feedback (via stel-
lar winds, ionizing radiation and supernova explosions).
In the first approximation, these two different turbulent
drivers operate or dominate at different scales. For exam-
ple, as star formation is concentrated in central regions
of galaxies we would expect the most significant influ-
ence of stellar feedback to be in shaping velocity/density
structure in Hi regions close to star-formation sites. Nu-
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Fig. 5.— The average structure function slope (〈γ〉) as a func-
tion of the thickness of velocity slices derived for the entire SMC
area. The average values are calculated by using a sigma clipping
method.
merical simulations by (Grisdale et al. 2017) suggest that
stellar feedback affects smaller spatial scales, but that
the shape of the SPS on spatial scales > 1 kpc is insensi-
tive to stellar feedback. On the other hand, gravitational
instabilities due to galactic rotation will likely be observ-
able over the entire SMC area. Even larger-scale grav-
itational effects and instabilities associated with galaxy
interactions (e.g. SMC-LMC-MW system) may show ob-
servational signatures on scales larger than the size of the
SMC.
To search for the influence of stellar feedback on the
HI turbulence, we divided the SMC into a central and
outer region by using the SFR image and by assuming
that stellar feedback correlates with regions of the high-
est SFR. In Figure 6 (top left) we over-plot the contour
level corresponding to the SFR of 0.004 M⊙ yr
−1 kpc−2
(this corresponds to 10 times the rms background noise
of the image, Jameson et al. (2016)), on the Hi integrated
intensity image of the SMC. We use this contour level to
create a central and outer SMC region and calculate the
Hi structure function for both regions as we did for the
entire SMC data cube. In the same manner, we progres-
sively increase the thickness of velocity slices and repeat
structure function calculations (all error calculations are
done in exactly the same way as for the full SMC data
cube). The results are shown in Figure 6 (bottom left)
5. The same analysis was performed for a SFR threshold
of 0.006 M⊙ yr
−1 kpc−2 and results were unchanged.
Figure 6 (bottom left) shows that there is essentially no
difference between the central and the outer SMC based
on the SFR threshold over the whole range of ∆v values
probed. This suggests that Hi in the central SMC, where
most of the recent star formation is located (within last
3-10 Myrs, Kennicutt & Evans (2012)), has very similar
turbulent properties as the Hi in the outer SMC region.
This is a surprising result considering that several re-
cent numerical simulations suggested significant change
5 We note that when calculating the structure function for the
central region, the longest lag used for the structure function was
calculated by approximating roughly the contour as an ellipse, and
taking the semi-minor axis. For the outer region, we use the same
maximum lag as is used on the central region for a direct compar-
ison of results.
in the SPS column density slope due to stellar feedback.
For example, both Walker et al. (2014) and Grisdale
et al. (2017) showed that stellar feedback steepens the
power spectrum slope by essentially destroying interstel-
lar clouds, thereby shifting the power from small to larger
scales. In their simulation of Hi in a SMC-like galaxy,
Grisdale et al. (2017) found that the HI column density
SPS slope changed from α = 1.2 to 1.7 (or from 2.0
to 3.0 at very small spatial scales) between no-feedback
and feedback-included simulations. The Grisdale et al.
(2017) simulations included effects of stellar winds and
supernova explosions, and their stellar feedback simu-
lations have a 10 times higher star formation efficiency
than the no-feedback ones.
We do not find observational evidence for such signif-
icant slope difference when comparing Hi within regions
of the most intense and recent stellar activity and the Hi
contained in the rest of the SMC. In addition, our inner
SMC region contains about 1 kpc in length of the main
star-forming body of the SMC. This is well within the
range where Grisdale et al. (2017) found strong signa-
tures of stellar feedback in their simulated galaxies. Our
results (this and next sub-section) suggest relatively uni-
form turbulent properties throughout the SMC. In ad-
dition, no significant difference is found for either thick
velocity slices (probing density fluctuations) or thin ve-
locity slices (probing velocity fluctuations). The error
bars of 〈γ〉 for thin velocity slices are larger than those
of thick velocity slices. The reason for this are small vari-
ations in the slope derived for different velocity channels
as shown in Figure 3.
The structure function of the central and outer SMC
regions suggests a corresponding SPS slope of −3.23 ±
0.07 and −3.27±0.04, respectively, at ∆v = 129 km s−1.
Within the Grisdale et al. (2017) numerical framework,
such steep density slope is seen only if stellar feedback
is included. It is therefore tempting to conclude that
the influence of stellar feedback is wide spread across the
SMC, reaching even to far galactic outskirts. However,
we note that a steep SPS density slope (−3.7± 0.2) was
also measured in a starless interstellar cloud MBM16 by
Pingel et al. (2013), suggesting that other physical pro-
cesses (likely shear due to Galactic rotation in the case
of MBM16) can also produce a steep SPS. Therefore, the
observed turbulent spectrum in the SMC could be caused
all together by other drivers, such as large-scale shear-
ing due to galaxy-galaxy interactions or SMC’s rotation
relative to the surrounding low-density HI in the Magel-
lanic Bridge. This is a very likely explanation especially
when considering that the Magellanic Bridge, which only
has traces of internal star formation, shows a SPS den-
sity slope similar to that of the SMC. As Muller et al.
(2004) showed, two southern Bridge regions adjacent to
the SMC and extending up to an additional 4 kpc from
the SMC’s tail, have a very similar SPS density slope.
As it is unlikely for SMC’s stellar feedback to reach so
far out from star-formation sites, this again supports the
idea that turbulence in the SMC is driven on very large
scales. This result agrees with the Velocity Coordinate
Spectrum analysis by Chepurnov et al. (2015) who esti-
mated the turbulent injection scale of 2.3 kpc and sug-
gested that the largest HI shells in the SMC or tidal
interactions could be driving the turbulent cascade.
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Fig. 6.— Top Left: The Hi integrated intensity image of the SMC overlaid with the SFR contour of 0.004 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 used to define
our central and outer SMC regions based on the star formation rate. Top Right: The Hi integrated intensity image overlaid with an Hi
contour level of 2000 K km s−1 to distinguish the highest Hi intensity region of the SMC. Bottom: (Left) The average structure function
slope as a function of the thickness of velocity slices for the outer and central SMC regions defined by the star formation rate contour level
of 0.004 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2. The structure function slope was calculated over the range of 40 pc to 370 pc. (Right) The average structure
function slope for the central and outer SMC as defined with the Hi integrated intensity contour of 2000 K km s−1. The structure function
slope was calculated over the range of 40 pc to 660 pc.
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4.2.2. Central high Hi integrated intensity SMC
If instead of SFR we use the Hi integrated intensity
to define the central vs outer SMC regions, we retrieve
essentially the same result. This is shown in Figure 6
(bottom right). As shown in Figure 6 (top right), we de-
fine a dividing contour to enclose the highest integrated
intensity as the central region. This contour was defined
approximately as an average of the full width at half
power of the integrated intensities obtained along RA
and Dec axes at the position of the kinematic center of
the SMC (defined in Stanimirovic´ et al. 2004). In terms
of Hi mass, the central region contains ∼1.92×108 M⊙
relative to ∼1.94×108 M⊙ contained in the outer SMC.
We again calculate the structure function for different
thickness of velocity slices, the result is shown in Figure
6 (bottom right). We find no difference in <γ> between
the inner and central SMC regions when this definition
is used. Similarly to the SFR, this suggests that the
SMC is very uniform regarding its HI turbulence proper-
ties. Looking at the outer-Hi region in this case, which
focuses exclusively on more outer areas than in the pre-
vious section (at least 1 kpc away from the SMC center),
we still find a steep SPS slope with the density spectral
index of −3.13 ± 0.05. This result is in agreement with
the power-spectrum analysis (Stanimirovic et al. 1999;
Stanimirovic´ & Lazarian 2001; Goldman 2000) where no
turnover on the largest sampled scales was noticed. This
was interpreted as being due to the energy injection on
scales larger than the size of the SMC. We note that we
have used a range of Hi integrated intensity cut-off values
and our results are consistent.
Burkhart et al. (2010) estimated the spatial distribu-
tion of the sonic Mach number (Ms) across the SMC
using the same Hi data set and by applying the relation-
ship between skewness and kurtosis of the Hi column
density and the Ms from isothermal numerical simula-
tions. They noticed localized areas with enhanced Ms
just off the SMC bar region and suggested that large-
scale shearing, caused by gravitational interactions be-
tween the SMC, LMC and the MW, could be respon-
sible for spatial variations of turbulent properties. Our
Hi contour used to distinguish between the central and
outer SMC includes the SMC bar and the region just off
the bar with enhanced Ms. However we do not find sig-
nificant difference in structure function slopes between
the central and outer SMC. This could suggest that the
enhanced Ms regions are highly localized and therefore
do not show up in structure function calculations which
average many pixel pairs at a given lag.
5. HIGH OPTICAL DEPTH OF HI
The Hi data cube we use in our analysis is not cor-
rected for high optical depth. Regions with high Hi op-
tical depth are likely to be found close to star-forming
areas of the SMC and this could affect the power spec-
trum and structure function results. Stanimirovic et al.
(1999) provided a correction factor that should be ap-
plied on the Hi column density image of the SMC to
correct for high optical depth for all pixels with Hi col-
umn density greater than 1021.4 cm−2. This is shown in
Equation 4 where fc is a factor that the Hi column den-
sity needs to be multiplied by. The region with column
density larger than 1021.4 cm−2 is quite extensive so the
correction could be significant, see Figure 7.
fc =
{
1 + 0.667(logNHI − 21.4) logNHI > 21.4
1 logNHI ≤ 21.4
(4)
As the correction can be applied only on the HI col-
umn density, we test the effect of high optical depth only
for the case of ∆v = 129 km s−1 and the slope of density
fluctuations. We apply the above correction and then
calculate the structure function slope for the entire SMC
area as well as the central and outer regions, see Ta-
ble 2 for results. All of the resultant density slopes are
very close to, if not the same as, their previous values.
This shows that the lack of high optical depth correc-
tion can not explain our results in Section 4 for the slope
of density fluctuations (obtained at ∆v = 129 km s−1).
However, it remains to be tested with future HI observa-
tions whether the the correction for high optical depth,
when applied on the individual velocity channels, can
affect the slope of velocity fluctuations (in the case of
∆v = 1.65 km s−1). We note that Lazarian & Pogosyan
(2004) showed that the SPS slope of intensity fluctua-
tions derived for an absorbing medium saturates at −3.
Figure 6, where we do not find slope saturation suggests
that the HI in the SMC is largely optically thin.
Fig. 7.— The Hi column density image corrected for high optical
depth using Equation 4. Overlaid on top of the image is a contour
of >1021.4 cm−2, all pixels inside this contour were corrected for
the high optical depth.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have searched for spatial variations of Hi turbulent
properties in the SMC, with the goal of probing the im-
portance of stellar feedback, by employing the structure
function. When used on the entire Hi data cube, our
structure function analysis confirms previous SPS find-
ings for individual velocity channels and also progressive
averaging of velocity channels (Stanimirovic et al. 1999;
Stanimirovic´ & Lazarian 2001). We then selected specific
regions in the SMC to test the importance of stellar feed-
back for turbulent properties. We divided the SMC into
the central and outer regions by using the SFR image, as
well as the Hi integrated intensity, to select HI regions
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TABLE 2
Region Original γ Corrected γ
Entire SMC 1.25 1.21
Central SFR 1.23 1.23
Outer SFR 1.27 1.26
Central Hi 1.10 1.10
Outer Hi 1.13 1.09
The structure function slope before and after the high optical
depth correction is applied to the Hi column density. These SPS
slopes correspond to the 3D density field. An average error of
±0.05 is calculated for these power indicies by a combination of
Monte Carlo simulations and boot-strap analysis.
dominated by the recent stellar feedback and Hi regions
of the highest integrated intensity. To measure the tur-
bulent spectral index in those four regions we employed
the VCA and the structure function analyses.
We have found that there is virtually no difference in
HI turbulent properties between regions of high SFR vs
low SFR, as well as the high vs low Hi integrated in-
tensity. The Hi in the SMC appears to have relatively
uniform turbulent properties. Several numerical simula-
tions on galaxy-large scales suggest a significant change
in the SPS density slope due to stellar feedback e.g.
Walker et al. (2014); Grisdale et al. (2017), suggesting
that at least a slight change in the SPS slope should
be found in the vicinity of the most recent star forma-
tion activity. However, our observations do not find a
change in the SPS slope (density or velocity) when we
use the SFR as a tracer of the most intense and re-
cent stellar feedback. Considering that the SPS density
slope of the SMC is steep, consistent with what is hinted
by feedback-dominated numerical simulations, one possi-
ble interpretation is that the stellar feedback influence is
wide-spread across the SMC. However, a steep SPS can
be produced by non-stellar processes as well (e.g. Pin-
gel et al. (2013); Bournaud et al. (2010)). In addition,
the adjacent Magellanic Bridge has a SPS density slope
similar to what we find in the SMC, suggesting a large-
scale turbulent driving. This conclusion agrees with the
recent modeling of the LMC by Bournaud et al. (2010),
who found that gravitational instabilities alone can re-
produce the observed SPS. Our observed lack of change
in the structure function slope in the central star-forming
SMC agrees with recent results by Zhang et al. (2012),
who for a sample of irregular dwarf galaxies found that
the SPS slope does not correlate with the SFR surface
density. They concluded that either non-stellar sources
are more important in driving turbulence, or that tur-
bulent properties have nothing to do with their initial
driving sources.
One alternative possibility, however, is that the SFR
is not a good tracer of the recent stellar feedback and
that we have been simply searching for the influence of
stellar feedback in wrong places. For example, Stilp et al.
(2013) suggested that due to a commonly bursty nature
of star formation in dwarf galaxies, the SFR may not
be the best tracer of the HI turbulence affected by the
recent star formation. This argument probably does not
apply in the case of the SMC as Harris & Zaritsky (2004)
showed a relatively uniform star formation history over
the last 60 Myrs. In addition, the spatial distribution of
the SFR and supernova remnants are relatively similar
and predominately along the SMC bar (e.g. Filipovic´
et al. (2005)).
While we have compared our results with numerical
simulations of galaxies which self-consistently include
stellar feedback (supernovae and stellar wind), we note
that studies on smaller spatial scales have also investi-
gated effects of turbulent driving on multiple scales. For
example, Yoo & Cho (2014) performed analytic calcu-
lations, as well as hydrodynamic and MHD simulations
with and without magnetic field by driving turbulence
at two spatial scales. They showed that the energy spec-
trum is very sensitive to large-scale driving, even a small
amount of energy injection on large scales can change the
turbulent spectrum. This change should be observed in
the kinetic energy spectrum, but also density and col-
umn density spectra. In addition, the small-scale driv-
ing does not affect turbulent properties unless energy in-
jection rates on small and large scales are comparable.
While it is currently not possible to connect these re-
sults with those of large-scale galaxy simulations (e.g.
Walker et al. (2014); Grisdale et al. (2017)) which ap-
pear highly sensitive to stellar feedback, future numerical
studies that bridge small- and large-scale simulations are
essential to understand the role of turbulent driving at
multiple scales. At the same time, further observational
studies are essential to test and constrain numerical sim-
ulations.
We have also tested whether the high optical depth
could be responsible for the lack of difference between
the central and outer SMC regions when considering the
slope of density fluctuations. From applying the correc-
tion for high optical depth on the Hi column density we
see that this is not the case. To apply the high opti-
cal depth correction on the full Hi data cube we would
require Hi absorption spectra in many directions, this
will likely be possible in the near future with GASKAP
(Dickey et al. 2013). Finally, another possibility is that
regions of enhanced turbulent properties are highly local-
ized and therefore do not stand out in the structure func-
tion calculations. This can also be tested in the future
with GASKAP and higher resolution HI observations. In
addition, with the future higher velocity resolution obser-
vations we can likely probe better the thin-slice portion
of the structure functions in Figure 6 and decrease the
size of error bars.
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